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About This Game

Kalymn Nox is the Albino Hunter; even his pretentious and slightly racist title can keep him from waking up broke after a night
of drinking. Join him as he takes on various jobs throughout the land which include:

-Spontaneous Engagement
-A Telepathic Lizard

-A Witch with a Poorly Insulated Castle

And hey! That was just in the Demo alone! The Full Version will include various additional plot lines, an updated Battle System,
more Party Members, and even an Interdimensional Mini-Game.

Recommended Age: 14+
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Wooo!
Warlocks is a side-scrolling platform beat-em-up with local co-op, some great (but sometimes repetitive) music, cool levels to
jump about and wreak havoc on, and a loot system so you can constantly upgrade your warlock while you play!
Engaging and enraging boss fights, unique warlock abilities and pretty pixel explosions makes this a must-play.

As you can see, I have only a few hours logged - that's how long I spent giggling like a maniac at all the colours on my screen
while I beat the story. In a couple of hours. :(
It made me sad when the levels stopped, because the bosses were challenging, the loot actually made me think about what I want
to keep on my character and what I should sell, and god damn, Darth Rainer is fun.. I literally couldn't play it. I searched for a
server, there was no server. No single player mode. Dead game. Not recommended at all.. Surprisingly good game for the the
price. Not exactly space pirate trainee but quite fun. Graphic is passable, though it may look bad on screenshots but in game its
not distractive.

two nitpicks :)
Sometimes green ufo enemies in front of jupiter, that are further away are hard to spot (but i guess its also limitation of current
display's resolution). And swapping between powerup and default weapon would be nice, to save bigger weapon for boss.
. The jog (or squat, or calf extensions..) in place mode is hilarious. Finally you will feel sympathy for your FPS avatars.. I keep
waiting for this to get good but the abysmal controller setup drive me bonkers. why is there not just a lock-in-place button i can
hold to aim with? aiming with the right stick is awful when i can't exactly get another finger around to press jump. and why is
there two different dash buttons like just make it directional based on where you're aiming the move stick.

Also frankly it's just kinda ugly, and there's no real level design.. Oh my god. Practically unplayable. The lag is soooooo bad
thatyou cant move 4 phases without being sent back to wence you came. Also everything is in chinese, this game is bull to the
♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥. lt;del>而便宜</del>的弹幕游戏
希望早点出OST呀. Amazing game, really good music, gameplay and graphics! I give it a 8.5\/10 I would totally recomend to any
indie fans!. Alright so there are so many people posting negative reviews who have no idea what they are talking about. Look
the game is not new! It is a steam release of a game that has been around for a few years. I started playing HIS when is came out
a few years ago and it is a great ARCADE game!!! I am a licensed aircraft mechanic by trade and play all games involving
aircraft. I love War Thunder because it is an amazing SIMULATION aviation game. I play HIS because it is a fun ARCADE
aviation game. HIS has a lot of aircraft that were experimentals like the Vought XF5U (Flying Flapjack). Warthunder does not
have many experimentals.

Basically, if you come into this ARCADE flying game and expect it to be like a SIMULATION game you are in the wrong
place. I personally like the item, upgrade, and skill systems in this game. It is a relaxing way to pass some time with airplanes.
Please stop trying to compare it to games that are not meant to be its competition.
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So what do we have in this masterpiece:

\u2611 Slippery movement
\u2611 Cycles that do not reset when respawning, creating impossible or next-to impossible situations.
\u2611 Inconsistent difficulty curve
\u2611 Bad collision
\u2611 Blind jumps
\u2611 Bugged final stage (hit the last red switch when the spikes circle the boss)
\u2610 Fun

This game is offensively bad.
Either the developer never played a single platformer in his life, or he's simply a sadistic person that wanted to make a quick
buck with a below average school project.

STAY AWAY!!!!!!. Nice puzzle game and similar to mindblox and mind reflection in style and quality.
- They all build around different core mechanics.
- But this one has challenging platforming to.
- Some levels can even beaten on another way when you are really godd at it, so its your choice!

I still wish that there are more updates coming to make the visuals, menu and polish better.

. This is a fun and addicting game. I've been able to join one of the top guilds, which makes the game a lot better. Very good
community and everybody seems to be very helpful. The forums are very active and informative and the devs are active and
quick to get bugs fixed. Very much worth checking out. I love that I can switch from PC to mobile version as well.. I've been
playing the multiplayer with my SO and getting the perfect abduction achievement. If you want to test a relationship or your
communication, THIS is definitely a good way to do it!!. good brain wash videos
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